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Compressors
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FLEXI 75
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FLEXI 75

Screw compressor FLEXI

Performance data according to ISO 1217, annexe C
Technical changes and mistakes reserved

* optional

Warranty: 2 years or 5 years with Conclusion 
of a “worry-free” contract

 Calculable service costs and  no unpleasant 
surprises due to unforeseen repairs

Model Nominal
power 

9ROXPH�ȵRZ� Dimensions Weight Sound
level

8 bar 10 bar 12 bar* Length Width Height

[kW] [m³/min] [mm] [mm] [mm] [kg] [dB(A)]

FLEXI 11 11 1,83 1,73 1,36 1.030 850 1.380 356 68 +/-2

FLEXI 15 15 2,20 2,00 1,68 1.030 850 1.380 371 68+/-2

FLEXI 18 18 2,62 2,30 1,99 1.170 980 1.440 492 70+/-2

FLEXI 22 22 3,46 3,08 2,90 1.300 850 1.210 473 65+/-2

FLEXI 30 30 5,20 4,90 3,40 1.400 970 1.350 781 65+/-2

FLEXI 37 37 6,08 5,49 4,59 1.400 970 1.350 746 65+/-2

FLEXI 45 45 7,41 7,30 5,27 1.682 1.000 1.490 910 65+/-2

FLEXI 55 55 9,73 8,92 6,99 1.800 1.150 1.654 1.325 72+/-2

FLEXI 75 75 12,26 11,26 8,61 2.000 1.210 1.755 1.555 72+/-2

FLEXI 11 TD* 11 1,83 1,73 1,36 1.960 915 1.850 580 69+/-2

FLEXI 15 TD* 15 2,20 2,00 1,68 1.960 915 1.850 600 69+/-2

FLEXI 18 TD* 18.5 2,62 2,30 1,99 2.235 1.060 1.950 725 71+/-2
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FLEXI 11 

FLEXI 11

The advantages for our customers:

+LJKO\�HɝFLHQW�Ζ(��PRWRUV�FRQWULEXWH�WR�VLJQLȴFDQW�HQHU-
gy reduction

Energy savings of up to 35 % through frequency control 
and the associated optimised design of the compressor

Due to the reduced power consumption, and the re-
sulting cost savings, the purchase of a new compressor 
of this type pays for itself in a very short time. And the 
environment will thank you

Consumption-dependent compressed air generation; the 
compressor always supplies as much compressed air as 
is actually required

1R�FRQVWDQW�FKDQJH�IURP�ORDG�WR�LGOH�RU�VZLWFKLQJ�R�WKH�
compressor; protection of the mechanical components, 
lower electricity costs and longer service life

Slow running motors and generously designed compres-
sor stages allow longer maintenance intervals and thus 
reduce maintenance costs

The clear structure of our FLEXI compressors makes 
maintenance child’s play, which also means lower main-
tenance costs for you

The compressors of our FLEXI series are our energy saving 
professionals: they save up to 35% in power consumption 
compared to conventional compressors.

Where does that come from? 

The total saving potential of a compressor compared to 
conventional compressors is divided into three areas:

•  Approximately 10% of the savings can be achieved by more 
HɝFLHQW�PRWRUV

•  Approximately 30 % can be saved by using electronic 
controlled frequency of the drive

•  The greatest potential, however, is the optimisation of 
processes and procedures in the plant, which often only 
become possible through speed control

All these saving possibilities have been realized with our FLEXI 
compressors.
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6&&�TXDOLW\�RQO\�RHUV�\RX�DGYDQWDJHV�

Original SCC parts meet the highest quality 
standards and stand for tested safety and 
GXUDELOLW\��2XU�PDQXIDFWXUHUȇV�VSHFLȴFDWLRQV�
for spare parts as well as comprehensive 
controls and tests guarantee the highest level of 
functionality, ease of installation and reliability. 

The advantages for our customers:

Č::�ɁɨȈǼȈȶƃȢ�ɰɥƃɨǉ�ɥƃɨɽɰ�ƃɨǉ�Ɂǹ�ȃȈǼȃ�ɧʍƃȢȈɽʰ�
ƃȶǁ�ƃɨǉ�ɥƃɨɽȈƺʍȢƃɨȢʰ�ǁʍɨƃƹȢǉ�ƃȶǁ�ɨǉȢȈƃƹȢǉ

Č::�ɁɨȈǼȈȶƃȢ�ɰɥƃɨǉ�ɥƃɨɽɰ�ƃɨǉ�ƺɁȶɽȈȶʍɁʍɰȢʰ�
ƺȃǉƺȟǉǁ�ƃȶǁ�ǁǉʤǉȢɁɥǉǁ�ɽɁ�ɽȃǉ�ƺʍɨɨǉȶɽ�ɰɽƃɽǉ�Ɂǹ�
ɽȃǉ�ƃɨɽ�ɰɽƃȶǁƃɨǁɰ

ÝɨȈǼȈȶƃȢ�Č::�ɰɥƃɨǉ�ɥƃɨɽɰ�ƺƃȶ�ƹǉ�ɰʍɥɥȢȈǉǁ�ƃȶǁ�
ȈȶɰɽƃȢȢǉǁ�ɧʍȈƺȟȢʰ�ɽȃɨɁʍǼȃ�Ɂʍɨ�ǉʯɽǉȶɰȈʤǉ�Č::�
ǁǉƃȢǉɨ�ȶǉɽʥɁɨȟ

ÝɨȈǼȈȶƃȢ�Č::�ɰɥƃɨǉ�ɥƃɨɽɰ�Ɂǹǹǉɨ�ǉʯƺǉȢȢǉȶɽ�ʤƃȢʍǉ�
ǹɁɨ�ȴɁȶǉʰ

There is no reason to do without original spare 
parts. With our name we stand for quality, 
durability and sustainable development.

Č::�ÝɨȈǼȈȶƃȢ�
Spare parts
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Č::ӸÝȈȢ
Č::ӸÃ�Ӹ�іѕѕՐ�ȴȈȶǉɨƃȢ�ɁȈȢ

Č::ӸěČ�Ӹ�ČǉȴȈӸɰʰȶɽȃǉɽȈƺ�ɁȈȢ

To avoid damage and premature wear, always 
use original SCC compressor oil. Due to its high 
wear protection properties, SCC compressor oils 
ensure very good lubrication during operation 
and thus extend the service life of the com-
pressor element. At the same time, they reduce 
operating costs.
Original - SCC compressor oils are adapted to 
the machine types and operating conditions. 
With our oils they cover both demanding and 
hard operating conditions.

SCC-M - 100% mineral oil

�ȈǼȃӸɧʍƃȢȈɽʰ�ƃǼǉȈȶǼӸɨǉɰȈɰɽƃȶɽ�ɰɥǉƺȈƃȢ�������������
ɨƃǹˎȶƃɽǉɰӗ�ɥƃɨɽȈƺʍȢƃɨȢʰ�ɁʯȈǁƃɽȈɁȶӸɨǉɰȈɰɽƃȶɽӗ�
ƺɁɨɨɁɰȈɁȶӸɥɨɁɽǉƺɽȈʤǉӗ�ʥȈɽȃ�ʥǉƃɨ�ɥɨɁɽǉƺɽȈɁȶ�
ƃȶǁ�ƃǁǁȈɽȈʤǉɰ�ɽȃƃɽ�ɥɨǉʤǉȶɽ�ɽȃǉ�ǁǉɥɁɰȈɽȈɁȶ�Ɂǹ�
ɁʯȈǁƃɽȈɁȶ�ɨǉɰȈǁʍǉɰӝ

SCC-TS - Semi-synthetic oil

ČǉȴȈӸɰʰȶɽȃǉɽȈƺ�ƹƃɰǉ�ɁȈȢɰ�ƃȶǁ�ɽȃǉ�Ȣƃɽǉɰɽ�ƃǁǁȈӸ
ɽȈʤǉ�ɽǉƺȃȶɁȢɁǼʰ�ƃƺȃȈǉʤǉ�ȴƃʯȈȴʍȴ�ɰǉɨʤȈƺǉ�ȢȈǹǉ�
ɽȃɨɁʍǼȃ�ǉʯƺǉȢȢǉȶɽ�ɁʯȈǁƃɽȈɁȶ�ƃȶǁ�ɽǉȴɥǉɨƃɽʍɨǉ�
ɰɽƃƹȈȢȈɽʰӝ




